Solute carrier transporters: potential targets for digestive system neoplasms

Abstract: Digestive system neoplasms are the leading causes of cancer-related death all over the world. Solute carrier (SLC) superfamily is composed of a series of transporters that are ubiquitously expressed in organs and tissues of digestive systems and mediate specific uptake of small molecule substrates in facilitative manner. Given the important role of SLC proteins in maintaining normal functions of digestive system, dysregulation of these protein in digestive system neoplasms may deliver biological and clinical significance that deserves systemic studies. In this review, we critically summarized the recent advances in understanding the role of SLC proteins in digestive system neoplasms. We highlighted that several SLC subfamilies, including metal ion transporters, transporters of glucose and other sugars, transporters of urea, neurotransmitters and biogenic amines, ammonium and choline, inorganic cation/anion transporters, transporters of nucleotide, amino acid and oligopeptide organic anion transporters, transporters of vitamins and cofactors and mitochondrial carrier, may play important roles in mediating the initiation, progression, metastasis, and chemoresistance of digestive system neoplasms. Proteins in these SLC subfamilies may also have diagnostic and prognostic values to particular cancer types. Differential expression of SLC proteins in tumors of digestive system was analyzed by extracting data from human cancer database, which revealed that the roles of SLC proteins may either be dependent on the substrates they transport or be tissue specific. In addition, small molecule modulators that pharmacologically regulate the functions of SLC proteins were discussed for their possible application in the treatment of digestive system neoplasms. This review highlighted the potential of SLC family proteins as drug target for the treatment of digestive system neoplasms.
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Introduction

Neoplasms of digestive system, with varying locations in organs and tissues related to the gastrointestinal tract, remain to be the leading causes of cancer-related mortality all over the world.\(^1\) Composed of a lot of aggressive cancers, such as esophageal squamous-cell carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, cholangiocarcinoma (CHOL), pancreatic adenocarcinoma, and colorectal carcinoma according to the classification of World Health Organization in 2010,\(^2\) neoplasms of digestive system overall gain great difficulty in treatment and prognosis, in spite of rapid development of medical technologies.\(^3\) The aggressiveness of neoplasms of digestive system can be due to rapid mutation, proliferation, population expansion, invasion and metastasis, as well as high resistance to therapeutic agents.\(^4\)
Transporter proteins function to mediate the translocation of substrates through the biological membranes, either from extracellular toward intracellular region or vice versa. Two superfamilies of transporter proteins, ATP-binding cassette (ABC) and solute carrier (SLC), are globally expressed throughout tissues and organs of human body with different abundance. Different from ABC transporters that mediate energy-dependent efflux of intracellular substrates, SLC family proteins primarily carry out the uptake of small molecules. There are ~400 SLC proteins that are divided into 52 subfamilies based on their sequence similarity. A particular SLC subfamily owns high selectivity and can only interact with a narrow group of molecules as its substrates. Under physiological condition, some SLC family proteins exert important functions to maintain the homeostasis of human body, because SLC transporters facilitate the uptake of some life-essential molecules such as amino acid and glucose. SLC transporters can also regulate the absorption of metals, which often mediate the normal functions of important enzymes. With particular interest, it has been found that SLC transporters family is globally expressed in organs and tissues of digestive system. As transporters facilitative the uptake of small molecules, SLC proteins in digestive system serve as important mediators in maintaining the normal function of absorption of nutrients and ions, excretion of bile acids, metabolism of toxins, etc. Given the important role and activity in maintaining the normal daily functions of digestive system, dysfunction of SLC proteins in digestive system may universally mediate the initiation and progression of tumors. In this review, we critically summarized the role and possible mechanism of action of SLC proteins in development of digestive system neoplasms. Differential expression of SLC proteins in tumors of digestive system compared with normal tissue was examined. The possibility of using pharmacologic modulators of SLC proteins in the treatment of digestive system neoplasms was discussed.

Role and regulation of SLC family protein in digestive system neoplasms

Expressions of SLC family proteins are differential in various types of digestive system neoplasms, and different SLC family proteins may play an opposite role in the same type of digestive system neoplasms. It was noticed in previous studies that SLC family proteins can play either oncogenic or tumor suppressive roles in the carcinogenesis, progression, and metastasis of neoplasms in digestive systems and may mediate cancer cell sensitivity or resistance to chemotherapeutic agents. In addition, more and more studies in retrospective or perspective way revealed the clinical significance of SLC proteins as biomarkers for diagnosis and prognosis of digestive system neoplasms. To further elaborate their functions, we classified SLC families based on their common substrates according to the literature, with minor modifications.

Metal ion transporters (SLC11, -39, and -40 families)

Holmstrom et al found that SLC11A2 and SLC40A1 were significantly elevated at mRNA levels in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) tissues, which may be involved in iron uptake; however, the protein level of SLC40A1 was similar in HCC compared with control liver and did not increase in HCCs exposed to iron. In colon cancer, expression of iron import machinery protein DMT1, which was encoded by SLC11A2, as well as iron exporter FPN, which was encoded by SLC40A1, was elevated. However, the intracellular location of ferroportin (FPN) suggested reduced iron efflux in colorectal cancers. Iron overload caused by changes in associated gene expression indicated more advanced colon cancer.

The ion transporters have been found to mediate iron metabolism during carcinogenesis. Expression of SLC11A2 and SLC40A1 was proposed to be associated with esophageal carcinogenesis, in which progression of metastatic adenocarcinoma was associated with increased iron deposition. SLC11A2 and SLC40A1 were found to be overexpressed in adenocarcinoma and iron loading to OE33 and SEG-1 cells accelerated cellular proliferation. In diethylnitrosamine-induced liver adenoma, mice showed dysregulated iron metabolism, which can be associated with altered expression of SLC11A2, suggesting its role in iron metabolism-related carcinogenesis in the liver. In colon carcinogenesis, it was found that SLC11A2 expression was a critical event in hypoxia-inducible factor 2α (HIF-2α)-mediated cellular proliferation and cyclin D1 expression, which then initiated neoplastic transformation in colon tissues. This conclusion was experimentally supported by outcome of another study, in which SLC11A2 was found increased to promoted iron import in lumina. Inhibition of luminal iron can suppress murine intestinal tumorigenesis. Further study showed that the overexpression of SLC11A2 and downregulation of SLC40A1 in colonic inflammation can exacerbate iron overload which increased risk of colorectal cancer and inflammatory bowel diseases. Further study suggested that suppression of SLC11A2 may lead to modulation of CDK1-, JAK1-, and STAT3-mediated iron-regulated signaling axis and may slow down the progression of colon carcinogenesis.
Ion transporters were also found to mediate oncogenic and tumor-suppressive signaling during cancer progression and metastasis. It was shown that in colorectal cancer cells Caco-2 and SW480, intracellular iron overload caused by increased SLC11A2 and decreased SLC40A1 would promote cell proliferation and metastasis by repressing E-cadherin expression.39 Li et al found that expression of SLC11A2 was associated with hypoxia and reoxygenation in HCC cells. Expression of SLC11A2 increased during hypoxia along with stabilization of HIF-1α, and became not detectable soon after reoxygenation, indicating that HIF-1α may play a role in mediating SLC11A2 expression during hypoxia in HCC.26 SLC39A6 was identified as an oncogene in HCC. It was found that SLC39A6 was negatively correlated with the outcome of HCC patients. SLC39A6 can promote HCC cell proliferation, migration, and invasion in vitro and induce tumor growth and metastasis in vivo. This may be related to the upregulation of SNAIL and downregulation of E-cadherin in SLC39A6-overexpressing HCC cells.27 Consistent results were found in human esophageal carcinoma, in which SLC39A6 expression was higher than non-tumor tissue. Expression of SLC39A6 was correlated with tumor metastasis to lymph node and reduced patient survival time. Knockdown of SLC39A6 reduced tumor cell proliferation in vitro and metastasis in vivo. Overexpression of SLC39A6 elevated intracellular zinc level and activated PI3K/AKT and MAPK1 signaling, leading to invasive phenotype and overexpression of metastasis-related protein such as MMP1, MMP3, Myc, and SLUG.28

Transporters of glucose and other sugars (SLC2, -5, and -45 families)

In esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, the level of serum anti-SLC2A1 antibodies was significantly elevated in cancer patients compared to healthy donors. Twelve out of 57 (21%) squamous cell carcinoma patients gained response for anti-SLC2A1 antibodies, when a mean $\pm 2\times$ standard deviation of healthy donors was used as a cut-off level. However, this study did not find out any correlation between anti-SLC2A1 antibody level and clinical pathological factors or survival.29 Teng et al found that hepatitis B virus pre-S2 mutant can induce the expression of SLC2A1 via EIF4EBP1, YY1, and MYC dependent manner, which contributed to aberrant glucose uptake and lactate production, thereby promoting tumorigenesis in the liver.30 In gastric cancer, SLC2A1 expression can promote cellular proliferation and in vitro metastasis and can induce in vivo tumor growth. This was postulated to be associated with SLC2A1-induced glucose utilization of gastric cancer cells.31

In gastric cancer, expression of SLC5A8 was epigenetically inactivated, as indicated by the aberrant methylation of SLC5A8 promoter region in 23 of 71 (30%) primary gastric cancer cases. Hypermethylation of SLC5A8 promoter was also found in gastric cell lines, and expression of SLC5A8 can be restored by treatment of 5-aza-2’-deoxycytidine, a methyltransferase inhibitor. Acetylation of histone H3 in the 5’ region of the gene correlated directly with SLC5A8 expression and inversely with DNA methylation.32 Similar observation was found in pancreatic cancer patients. Loss of SLC5A8 was found in all tumor tissue of pancreatic cancer and its promoter region showed dense methylation. Demethylation by aza-deoxycytidine or trichostatin A in pancreatic cancer cells reexpressed SLC5A8.33 In a colon cancer model, SLC5A8 was found obligatory for protecting mice from colon cancer induced by low fiber intake. The tumor suppressive role of SLC5A8 was associated with mucosal immune system in response to butyrate, a bacterial metabolite in colon. SLC5A8-null dendritic cells failed to induce Tregs or to suppress interferon-γ-producing T cells.34 SLC5A8 was found to mediate the inhibitory effect of Activin A in colorectal cancer RKO cells. Activin A can induce SLC5A8 expression via transcription activation. Deletion of CAGA elements located within the −273/−222 region of SLC5A8 promoter abolishes its transcription activation by Activin A, and Smad signaling seems to be responsible for Activin A-induced transcription activation of SLC5A8.35

Using transcriptome sequencing analysis, Palanisamy et al identified that a gene fusions including SLC45A3 can induce neoplastic transformation of prostate cells.36

Transporter of urea, neurotransmitters and biogenic amines, ammonium and choline (SLC22 family)

Heise et al studied the clinical significance of SLC22A1 and SLC22A3 in HCC. It was shown that both SLC22A1 and SLC22A3 were downregulated in HCC samples compared with non-tumor normal liver. Downregulation of SLC22A1 was significantly correlated with more T3 tumors, larger tumor size, poor differentiation, and high plasma alpha fetoprotein (AFP). Comparatively, HCC with low expression of SLC22A1 gained higher expression of SLC22A3; however, the level of SLC22A3 did not have any clinical correlation.37 Another study by Zhu et al also showed that the genetic variant rs7758229 in SLC22A3 has no correlation with the risk of cancer in Chinese population.38 Similar observation was obtained by Lauten et al in cholangiocellular carcinoma (CCA), in which SLC22A1 expression was
negatively correlated with tumor diameter, cancer stages, and patient survival. Expression of SLC22A3 had no significant correlation with tumor characteristics or patient survival in CCA. Another study was conducted in pancreatic cancer, in which SLC22A2 expression was downregulated while SLC22A3 was upregulated. Expression of SLC22A1 was significantly lower in tumor with angiogenesis, while SLC22A3 expression predicted a longer overall survival in patients with nucleoside analogs treatment. Jung et al found that expression of SLC22A18 was downregulated in colorectal cancer and inversely correlated with prognosis of patients; in contrast, SLC22A18 was found to be upregulated in pancreatic cancers.

Some studies have majorly focused on the function of SLC22 family proteins in mediating drug resistance during chemotherapy of cancers. Kitada et al discovered the relationship between SLC22A1 expression and cytotoxicity of platinum treatment to colon cancer cells and found that SLC22A1 may affect the cytotoxicity of oxaliplatin. In esophageal cancer cells, it was found that expression of SLC22A1 was reduced when cells gained resistance to cisplatin treatment. This was probably mediated by the methylation of SLC22A1 promoter region. Knockdown of SLC22A1 in cisplatin-sensitive cells impaired inducible apoptosis. A subsequent study showed that oxaliplatin toxicity to colon cancer cells may be also related to the expression of SLC22A3. In a retrospective study with 31 patients, Le Roy et al found that SLC22A3 expression was significantly lower in FOLFOX treatment responders, indicating the SLC22A3 remains to be an independent criterion for adjuvant FOLFOX chemotherapy response in colon cancer patients. High expression of SLC22A3 was correlated with increased lactate dehydrogenase and accumulation of platinum in colon cancer cells after oxaliplatin treatment, indicating increased cytotoxicity. Qu et al found that SLC22A5 expression was a determinant of oxaliplatin uptake. Expression of SLC22A5 is mediated by peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ), and upregulation of SLC22A5 by a natural PPARγ agonist luteolin can increase cancer cell sensitivity to oxaliplatin treatment. Shimakata et al found that patients with AFP-producing gastric cancer had higher expression of SLC22A7, which increased uptake of gemcitabine and fluoropyrimidine, indicating the beneficial role of SLC22A7 to overcome chemoresistance in AFP-producing gastric cancer. In addition, SLC22 family protein was found to be involved in signaling transduction in cancer cells. Overexpression of SLC22A18 induced G2/M cell cycle arrest as well as reduced colony formation of colon cancer cells, and this may inhibit KRAS(G12D)-mediated anchorage-independent growth of cancer cells. Knockdown of Kras promotes SLC22A18, further proving their mutual interaction.

By developing an antibody-drug conjugate ASG-5ME, it was found that pancreatic cancer cell viability, as well as xenografted growth of tumor cells, can be prominently reduced by targeting SLC44A4 in pancreatic cancer cells.

Inorganic cation/anion transporters (SLC12, -26, and -34 families)

In colon cancer, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of SLC12A2 were found and showed correlation with a 34% reduced adenoma risk. It was found that the Na-K-Cl cotransporter 1 (NKCC1), which was encoded by SLC12A2, is expressed in parenchymal and sinusoidal endothelial cells as well as in hepatic tumor cells. However, expression of SLC12A2 was induced by hyperosmolarity, and induced expression of SLC12A1 in hepatic stellate cells can promote its activation toward myofibroblast-like phenotype. This was consistent with another study by Zhang et al, in which SLC12A2 was found upregulated in human colon cancer tissue sample using LTQ-fourier transform mass spectrometry technology (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

NKCC1, which was encoded by SLC12A2, was primarily located in the cytoplasm of esophageal carcinoma cells, and depletion of NKCC1 suppressed cell proliferation and rendered G2/M cell cycle arrest. Microarray analysis revealed that knockdown of SLC12A2 initiates G2/M DNA damage pathway-related proteins including MAD2L1, DTL, BLM, CDC20, BRCA1, and E2F5. Xu et al suggested that SLC12A5 was significantly overexpressed in colon cancer tissue (78/191, 40.8%). Overexpression of SLC12A5 can promote cell proliferation, G1/S cell cycle transition and invasion, and suppress the in vitro apoptosis of colon cancer cells. In vivo study showed that SLC12A5 overexpression may promote tumor growth and lung metastasis. The oncogenic activity of SLC12A5 was probably related to the inhibition of apoptosis-inducing factor and endonuclease G-dependent apoptotic signaling pathway, as well as regulation of the key elements of the matrix architecture such as matrix metalloproteinase and fibronectin. This leads to shorter survival in colon cancer patients with high SLC12A5 expression.

Expression of SLC26A3 was also found elevated in the blood sample of colorectal cancer patients, which indicated its potential as a putative biomarker for colon cancer. Pitule et al showed that high expression of SLC26A2 in tumor tissue predicted a longer overall survival and disease-free interval in colorectal cancer patients, and lower expression of SLC26A2 expression meant longer disease-free interval.
Lee et al applied fluorescence in situ hybridization to study the gene fusion of SLC34A2-ROS1 and found patients who had this fusion had poorly differentiated histology with recurrence and died within 2 years of surgery, but this fusion was not an independent prognostic factor for overall survival of gastric cancer patients. By analyzing gastric cancer samples, Zhang et al found that SLC34A2 expression predicted poor prognosis and tumor recurrence in gastric cancer patients. SLC34A2 was found overexpressed in HCC cell lines. Knockdown of SLC34A2 can suppress the proliferation, migration, invasion, and epithelial-mesenchymal transition of HCC cells, which may be related to the PI3K/Akt pathway activity. Zhang et al reported the involvement of SLC34A2 in the tumor suppressive role of miR-939. SLC34A2 was found to be the direct target of miR-939. The overexpression of SLC34A2 in gastric cancer can activate the oncogenic pathway Ras/Raf/ERK, which may be associated with chemoresistance and recurrence of gastric cancer.

### Transporters of nucleotide, amino acid, and oligopeptide (SLC7 and -29 families)

In the progress of hepatocarcinogenesis induced by chemical carcinogen piperonyl butoxide, expression of SLC7A5 was significantly upregulated in accompany with centrilobular hypertrophy and increased glutathione S-transferase placental form positive foci formation in the liver, as well as reactive oxygen species (ROS) production in liver microsomes.

Some studies found that SLC7 family protein played differential role in mediating cancer progression after tumor was formed. Park et al reported that amino acid transporters SLC38A1 and SLC7A5 might mediate the amino acid metabolism induced by YAP/TAZ in HCC. SLC38A1 and SLC7A5 expressions are inversely correlated with survival of HCC patients, which may be associated with the SLC38A1/-SLC7A5-induced uptake of amino acid. This increase in amino acid uptake activates mTORC1 pathway and promotes cell proliferation in HCC. Chang et al found that expression of SLC7A11 can be suppressed by 15-keto-PGE2, which in turn reduced intracellular glutathione due to the lack of cysteine and halted cell proliferation and survival of pancreatic cancer cells, suggesting silencing of SLC7A11 as a potential strategy to inhibit pancreatic cells under oxidative stress.

The SLC7 family is also involved in drug resistance of cancer cells. Kishikawa et al discovered the role of SLC7A1 as an arginine transport in mediating resistance of sorafenib in miR-122-silencing HCC cells. SLC7A1 was identified as the direct target of miR-122, the downregulation of which caused overexpression of SLC7A1 and increased level of intracellular arginine. This led to increased nitric oxide level and sorafenib resistance in HCC cells.

In HCC patients, SLC29A2 expression was significantly associated with advanced stages, vascular invasion, and poor survival. Expression of SLC29A1 was down-regulated in pancreatic cancer and is correlated with tumor angiogenesis. High expression of SLC29A3 indicated a longer survival of pancreatic cancer patients treated with nucleoside analogs. Chen et al found that expression of SLC29A2 was upregulated in HCC tissue samples. Knockdown of SLC29A2 can reduce HCC cell proliferation and anchorage-independent growth in vitro, as well as suppress xenografted tumor formation in mice. The mechanism underlying induction of cell proliferation by SLC29A2 overexpression may involve activation of STAT3 signaling pathway.

### Organic anion transporters (SLCO family)

Kinoshita and Miyata found that organic anion transporters C (OATP-C), which is encoded by SLCO1B1, was underexpressed in 55% (11 cases) of human HCC. However, a controversial observation was made in the study by Cui et al, in which they showed that SLCO1B1 and SLCO1B3 were detectable in primary HCC but not in CHOL or in liver niches of metastatic colorectal and pancreatic cancers, suggestive of the usefulness of SLCO1B1/SLCO1B3 within a panel of tumor markers for HCC. This was consistent with the study by Vavricka et al, in which they found that expression of SLCO1B1 was not significantly decreased in HCC, but OATP8 encoded by SLCO1B3 was underexpressed in 60% of HCC samples compared to adjacent non-tumor liver tissue at both mRNA and protein levels. In addition, the expression level of SLCO1B3 but not SLCO1B1 was inversely correlated with hepatocyte nuclear factor 3β (HNF3β). Vander Borght et al found that SLCO1B1 and SLCO1B3 were minimally expressed in hepatocellular adenoma, but had high expression in focal nodular hyperplasia of HCC, further indicating its specificity as tumor marker of HCC. Vasuri et al found that two organic anion transporters OATP-1B1 and OATP-1B3, which were encoded by SLCO1B1 and SLCO1B3, respectively, were inversely correlated with the expression of the biliary type keratins K7 and K19, which indicated poor prognosis after liver transplantation in HCC patients. Although they did not observe any correlation between OATP-1B1/1B3 expression and histopathological feature or neoplastic recurrence of HCC after liver transplantation, OATPs, expression...
was found to negatively correlate with HCC-related death after recurrence, suggesting OTAPs as predictive markers in recurrent HCC.\(^6\) However, Teft et al found that polymorphism of SLCO1B1 at 388G/G may predict longer progression-free survival (PFS), while SLCO1B3 expression was associated with reduced PFS.\(^7\) As SLCO1B1-encoded OATP-C was downregulated in HCC, Jung et al studied the mechanism of how bile acid regulates its expression. They found that the transcription of SLCO1B1 was dependent on HNF 1α, which was repressed by bile acid supplementation in small heterodimer partner-independent mechanism.\(^7\) SLCO1B3 but not SLCO1B1 in HCC cells was suppressed by HNF3β, which binds to the promoter region at nt −39/−23.\(^6\)

SLCO1B family proteins have been shown to critically participate in cellular uptake of chemotherapeutic agents. Rhodes et al found that gene polymorphisms of SLCO1B1 were involved in irinotecan resistance in metastatic colorectal cancer patients. The combination of at least one SLCO1B1 521 T allele, one ABCB1 1236 C allele, and one UGT1A1*28 variant 7 repeat demonstrated a statistically significant association with grade 3/4 toxicities.\(^7\) Exploratory analysis showed that polymorphisms of SLCO1B1 can affect the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of irinotecan, as evidenced by more variability of irinotecan and its active metabolite AUC in patients with SLCO1B1 polymorphisms.\(^7\)

Huang et al found that genotype GA/AA of SNP rs2306283 of SLCO1B1 and genotype GG of SNP rs1051266 of SLC19A1 were associated with a higher rapid response rate of colorectal cancer to irinotecan plus fluoropyrimidine treatment, while SLCO1B1 SNP also predicted longer PFS.\(^7\) Experimental observation showed that pancreatic cells with high expression of SLC19A1 and SLC19A3 were more sensitive to gemcitabine treatment than those with lower expression.\(^7\)

**Transporters of vitamins and cofactors (SLC19 family)**

Liu et al found that expression of SLC19A3 was downregulated in various gastric cancer cell lines. Among the panel of seven gastric cancer cell lines, SLC19A3 was suppressed in five (71%). Hypermethylation of SLC19A3 was found in gastric cancer cell lines (57%, 4/7), primary gastric carcinoma tissues (51%, 52/101), and precancerous lesion (intestinal metaplasia) tissues (32%, 8/25). Demethylation reagent restored expression of SLC19A3.\(^6\) Ng et al found that SLC19A3 DNA methylation in plasma was a detectable biomarker in blood samples of gastric cancer patients, and its level was effective in differentiating gastric cancer from healthy subjects. In addition, this potential biomarker was useful in predicting both early and late-stage tumors.\(^7\) Ikehata et al analyzed 12 SLC transporters possessing cytosine-phosphate-guanine islands and found that SLC19A3 showed correlation between its mRNA level and DNA methylation status. Demethylation treatment increased histone H3 acetylation of SLC19A3 promoter region in colorectal cancer cell lines and initiated SLC19A3 expression.\(^7\) Reexpression of SLC19A3 inhibited growth of gastric cancer cells.\(^7\) SNP was also found in SLC19A1, the solute carrier in the same family; however, its correlation with risk of colorectal cancer was not obvious.\(^7\)

**Mitochondrial carrier (SLC25 family)**

Chen et al applied gel-assisted digestion and iTRAQ labeling MS to identifying membrane proteins with variable expression in colorectal cancer patients. Mitochondrial SLC25A was found to be one of the potential biomarkers that are overexpressed in cancer.\(^8\) Wong et al discovered the function and regulation of SLC25A22 in human colorectal cancer. SLC25A22 expression was inversely associated with shorter survival of patients. Knockdown of SLC25A22 in KRAS-mutant colon cancer cells suppressed proliferation, migration, and invasion in vitro and reduced formation and metastasis of tumor in vivo. Mechanically, SLC25A22 promotes biosynthesis of aspartate, which promoted cell proliferation and reduced apoptosis via GOT1. The increased oxaloacetate level by SLC25A22/GOT1 led to regeneration of oxidized nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate, which promoted glycolysis and produced adenosine triphosphate. This caused activation of ERK pathway due to the reduced activity of AMPK.\(^9\)

**Expression of SLC family proteins in digestive system neoplasms**

To further understand the clinically relevant roles of SLC family proteins in development of digestive system neoplasms, we extracted protein expression data from human cancer database GEPIA.\(^\text{82}\) Data of expression of proteins from the aforementioned SLC families in CHOL, colon adenocarcinoma, esophageal carcinoma, liver hepatocellular carcinoma, pancreatic adenocarcinoma, rectum adenocarcinoma, and stomach adenocarcinoma were collected and analyzed. Data were present in the form of logarithmic values of fold change of protein expression in tumors to that in normal tissue. Heatmap was generated (Figure 1), and it was found that SLC family proteins do not always exhibit consistent profile of expression within different tumors of digestive systems, for instance, expression of transporters...
of urea, neurotransmitters and biogenic amines, ammonium and choline (Figure 1D), while expression of metal ion transporters varies in different tumors and has higher consistency in their expression profiles in different tumors (Figure 1E). Meanwhile, proteins in the same SLC family did not have similar trend of either overexpression or downregulation in digestive system tumors. Here we have discussed some particular SLC proteins with significant fold changes in tumor.

### SLC family proteins with consistent expression profile in different tumors of digestive system

It was particularly noticed that some family proteins are globally overexpressed or downregulated across different types of digestive system neoplasms, indicating that the oncogenic or tumor suppressive roles of these proteins are not tissue specific and may be associated with their physiological functions at cellular level. For instance, most of the proteins in the SLC39 family are overexpressed in tumors of digestive systems, SLC39 family is composed of zinc transporters, which are also recognized as ZRT, IRT-like proteins. SLC39 proteins primarily mediate the influx of zinc into cytoplasm, from either extracellular region or subcellular organelles, and are the important factors in maintaining the zinc homeostasis of the cells. Although different SLC39 proteins vary in their abundance in different tissues, they globally increase the cellular uptake of zinc, which could be energy-dependent or -independent. Although a previous study has shown that uptake of zinc may be good for cancer prevention, there are a lot of clues suggestive of the protumoral effect of high levels of cytosolic zinc. In gastrointestinal cancers, gastrins are particularly identified as oncogenic factor that accelerates cancer development. It was found that the promoter region of gastrins was zinc-responsive, and high level of intracellular zinc could initiate transcription of gastrins by stimulating Erk1/2 pathway, which suggested the oncogenic role of intracellular zinc in neoplasms of digestive systems. High extracellular zinc environment caused uptake of zinc, which promoted the aggressiveness of cancer cells by increasing its proliferation and invasion. In cancer cells with acquired
tamoxifen resistance, the intracellular zinc level was markedly increased, which can be associated with induced expression of SLC39A7. The high intracellular zinc level then promoted the growth of cancer cells by initiating EGFR signaling.\textsuperscript{88} Activation of zinc-sensing receptors may contribute to the chemoresistance of cancer cells by activating GPR39.\textsuperscript{89} Low zinc environment was found to induce intracellular stress, and chronic zinc deficiency can cause changes in mitochondrial activity without significantly altering DNA damage and cell death, which thus induced cell senescence and growth inhibition.\textsuperscript{90} Furthermore, zinc deficiency in cancer cells may lead to a shift toward phenotype of less malignancy, with presentation of enhanced apoptosis and reduced proliferation and invasion.\textsuperscript{91} Depletion of intracellular zinc can reduce the migratory and invasive ability of cancer cells.\textsuperscript{92} This can be mediated by SLC39A6 and SLC39A10,\textsuperscript{93} both of which are globally overexpressed in neoplasms of digestive system (Figure 1E). Zinc deficiency in cellular level can promote cancer cell apoptosis, while reexpression of SLC39A4, which restored intracellular zinc, conferred resistance of cancer to cell cycle arrest and apoptosis.\textsuperscript{94} Miyai et al also observed that SLC39A10 exerted similar function to reduce cell apoptosis.\textsuperscript{95} These findings suggest that maintenance of high intracellular level of zinc, which is possibly associated with overexpression of SLC39 family in neoplasms of digestive system, may have global effect on tumor growth and progression regardless of the cancer type. Other SLC family proteins that exhibit consistent expression profile in different neoplasms of digestive system may be discussed in other future reviews.

**SLC family proteins with unique expression profile in particular tumors of digestive system**

A few of SLC family proteins exhibit unique expression profile in particular tissues, such as liver, bile duct, and esophagus. This can be either a particular change in the expression of SLC proteins in specific tissues or proteins have special expression pattern in particular tissues when compared with its patterns in other tissue. This could be suggestive of association of change in the expression of particular SLC protein with the specific function of that tissue. For instance, it was found that several members of SLC22 family such as SLC22A10, SLC22A9, and SLC22A7 are downregulated in CHOL, a cancer of bile duct that is composed of mutated epithelial cells.\textsuperscript{96} SLC22 family encodes OATs proteins that transport hydrophilic organic anions.\textsuperscript{97} A previous study has showed that normative expression of SLC22 family protein is important for the formation and secretion of bile acid from liver to small intestine.\textsuperscript{98} SLC22 expression in basolateral membrane contributed to the bile salt transport.\textsuperscript{99} Although there is still no direct scientific evidence to show that knockdown of SLC22 can cause CHOL, it is postulated that abnormal bile acid secretion and formation caused by SLC22 loss may be associated with bile duct carcinogenesis by mutated cells.

**Pharmacologic modulation of SLC protein family in the treatment of tumors of digestive system**

Regarding the critical role of SLC proteins in mediating the initiation, progression, and metastasis of different cancers, which has been critically reviewed elsewhere\textsuperscript{100} and in our present review, pharmacologic modulations on the expressions and activities of SLC proteins might deliver potential therapeutic activities on cancers. A series of small molecule modulators of SLC proteins have been discovered with high-throughput screening of large compound libraries, most of which were found to be inhibitors of transporters function.\textsuperscript{101,102} Lin et al reviewed the small molecules that can modulate SLC proteins, in the extent of both activation and inhibition,\textsuperscript{103} some of which have been reported to suppress tumors of digestive system. Sulfasalazine, a SLC7A11 inhibitor originally developed for arthritis, exhibited preventive effect in the carcinogenesis of colon cancer.\textsuperscript{104,105} It was also reported to sensitize cells of pancreatic and colorectal cancers in response to chemotherapeutic treatments, such as cisplatin,\textsuperscript{106} 5-fluouracil,\textsuperscript{107} and gemcitabine.\textsuperscript{108} SLC18A2 inhibitors such as amphetamine and reserpine were found to prevent hepatocarcinogenesis in experimental animals.\textsuperscript{109–111} This can be related to their modulation on Bcl-2 family and p53.\textsuperscript{112} Clodronate, a common inhibitor of SLC25A4, SLC25A5, and SLC25A6, was encapsulated into liposome to be specifically delivered to macrophage. Liposome clodronate can remove systemic macrophages.\textsuperscript{113} Treatment of liposome-encapsulated clodronate can suppress the growth and metastasis of pancreatic cancer and colorectal cancer in experimental animal models\textsuperscript{114,115} and enhance the therapeutic outcome of sorafenib in HCC.\textsuperscript{116} SLC6A2 inhibitors, including sertraline and fluoxetine, exhibited prominent antitumor effects. Gil-Ad et al found that sertraline can suppress the growth of colon tumor and induce cancer cell apoptosis without significant toxicity.\textsuperscript{117} Fluoxetine suppressed nuclear factor-kB-associated inflammation in colitis and reduced risk of colon cancer incidence,\textsuperscript{117} and this oncostatic effect of fluoxetine can be probably due to its modulatory activity on 5-hydroxytryptamine metabolism.\textsuperscript{118}
Fluoxetine was also found to suppress the proliferation of colon cancer cells and induce cell cycle arrest.\textsuperscript{119,120} It can also induce apoptosis of HCC cells via initiating ROS-induced caspase-3 activation.\textsuperscript{121,122} Inhibitors of SLC12A1, such as bumetanide and furosemide, were found to diminish tumor growth by inducing cell cycle arrest and inhibiting tumor angiogenesis.\textsuperscript{123,124} SLC1A3 activator riluzole can suppress the proliferation of HCC cells by elevating intracellular ROS production.\textsuperscript{125} These findings suggest that particular modulators (Figure 2) of SLC family proteins may be potential next-generation therapeutic agents for digestive system neoplasms.

**Significance of studying SLC proteins in digestive system neoplasms**

Our study comes out with several significances. First, the idea of studying different SLC proteins initiated from the observation that expression of different SLC proteins has different patterns in digestive system neoplasms. Presence of SLC proteins in normal tissue and organs of digestive system has its physiological function in maintaining the daily operation of the system, as digestive tract is the largest internal system communicating and interacting with foreign materials such as food, chemicals, and toxins, which are generally mediated by SLC proteins. Mutation or dysfunction of SLC proteins is, therefore, a risk factor for the occurrence of gastrointestinal malignancies, or it mediates the progression of cancers.

In this study, we summarized the different roles of SLC proteins in gastrointestinal malignancies, which highlighted the knowledge in understanding SLC proteins-associated disease development, so that the diagnostic and therapeutic value of SLC protein target therapy can be further discussed. Second, an in-depth analysis has been conducted in this study by not only summarizing the narrative texts describing the role of SLC protein in the development of digestive cancers but also carrying out quantitative analysis on the expression patterns of SLC proteins in different digestive cancers. The analysis on the expression patterns of SLC proteins predicts their particular functions by reviewing related mechanistic studies on the substrates that SLC proteins transport. And a graphic summary on the cellular signaling of cancer cells being regulated by SLC proteins elaborated the underlying interactions between cellular molecules and SLC substrates. These findings indicate that SLC superfamily would likely be a suitable target in pathogenesis identification, target therapy discovery, and therapeutic outcome prediction. Third, the illustration of SLC proteins in mediating drug resistance of chemotherapy in digestive system neoplasms would also lead to a great significance in medical extent, as profiling on the expression of drug resistance-related SLC genes may result in a better understanding of therapeutic outcome of a particular cancer patient. In this study, we figured out the actions of different SLC proteins as chemotherapeutics transporters in tumor cells of digestive neoplasms. This global picture
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**Figure 2** Small molecule modulators of SLC proteins with anticancer potential. **Abbreviation:** SLC, solute carrier.
in combination with pharmacogenomic approaches on the actual expression of SLC proteins in tumor tissues of cancer patients will be helpful information for predicting the therapeutic outcome of treatment as well as designing reasonable and personalized treatment. And last but not least, in this study, we also summarized the possible signaling transduction and oncomolecules that interact with SLC proteins. Although the function of SLC proteins is to transport ions/chemicals through cell membrane, which definitely results in signal transduction at cellular level, the illustration of global picture of SLC protein-regulated signaling pathway and oncomolecules will be helpful in identifying the key mechanism involved in the tumor promoting/reducing effect of SLC modulators. This will not only facilitate the discovery of high-efficacy SLC modulators for cancer treatment but also potentiate the possibility of development of novel therapeutic regimens of SLC modulators with other target therapeutics for a better efficacy of cancer treatment.

**Conclusion**

SLC family proteins are a group of transporters of small molecule substrates that play important physiological role in maintaining the normal function of human body, including digestive system. Changes in expression and regulation of SLC family proteins (as summarized in Figure 3) were observed in neoplasms of digestive system and their dysregulation may be associated with increased carcinogenesis, tumor progression, and metastasis, as well as with resistance of cancer cells to chemotherapeutic agents. The role of SLC family proteins in neoplasms of digestive system can be dependent on their dysfunction in transporting substrates or be target specific. Several pharmacologic modulators of SLC family proteins were found to deliver potent antitumor activity on neoplasms of digestive system. This review highlighted the potential of SLC family proteins as drug target for the treatment of digestive system neoplasms.
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